ABSTRACT Influence maximization is the problem of finding a certain amount of seed nodes that can trigger the largest expected number of remaining nodes under a pre-defined influence propagation model. However, most studies in this field apply online social network analysis methods mechanically and take commodity marketing in a broad sense as the research background, whose models are relatively simple, lacking characterization of specific business situation. Membership is a kind of classical marketing method. By selling membership, the company provides differentiated services to members and ordinary users, stimulating the former to consume. In this paper, we focus on the membership business model and study the membership-based influence maximization problem. First, due to the models used by predecessors failing in meeting the particularity of the membership, a novel influence propagation model membership-based influence cascade (MBIC) is proposed. According to the characteristics of membership, the MBIC model divides the influence propagation process into two stages, the influence stage and the reference stage. At the same time, the concepts of activity and intimacy are introduced to better model real social networks. Then, we propose the influence-reference rank (MBIC) algorithm that quantifies the ability of nodes at each stage in the MBIC to solve the membership-based influence maximization problem. Finally, experiments using real-world dynamic social networks with up to 1.4 million edges are conducted. The experimental results show that the influence-reference rank (IRR) achieves a better performance than several alternative algorithms under acceptable complexity conditions under MBIC model.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the rapid development of social networks such as Facebook and Twitter have attracted millions of users and make it easier to share interests and hobbies [1] , [2] . Meanwhile, people are more willing to follow and comment on their friends' daily sharing. Compared to traditional advertising methods like television, newspapers and online advertising, viral marketing [3] , based on the ''word of mouth'' effect [4] , [5] , takes advantage of the growing social network activity, making it possible to conduct large-scale online
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Hongwei Du. marketing with low cost. The key problem of viral marketing is which users are selected as seed users for marketing. For these seed users, we can choose to give free products or other ways to make them accept the commodity and recommend them to their friends. Due to cost constraints, the number of seed users cannot be too large.
Influence maximization, formulated as a discrete optimization problem by Kempe et al. [6] , is considered as an effective way to study viral marketing in social networks. It is described as an algorithm which maximizes the number of nodes activated in a network by selecting a certain amount of initial seed nodes based on an influence propagation model [7] . And there are two kinds of traditional influence propagation model: independent cascade (IC) model and linear threshold (LT) model [6] . Briefly, in the IC model, each edge has an activation probability and active node attempts to activate its inactive neighbor nodes based on the activation probabilities. The activation process between node pairs occurs only once and is independent of each other. In the LT model, each edge is assigned a weight, and each node is assigned a threshold. A node becomes active if the weighted sum from its active neighbors exceeds its threshold.
However, for some special marketing scenarios, the difference in operation mechanism between them and marketing in a broad sense leads to the fact that traditional models of influence maximization, such as IC and LT, cannot describe their characteristics well, for instance, the membership marketing [8] , [9] .
Membership is a classical marketing method in which commercial companies use membership as a product for marketing. Ordinary users become members after paying and can enjoy the membership bonus. In order to make full use of the membership bonus, some members will exclusively focus on this platform for consumption. These members are called sticky members because they have higher loyalty. Whereas some people do not have the behavior above after becoming a member and they often do not renew after the membership expires. These members are called non-stick members.
There is a difference between the purpose pursued by membership and other types of marketing. For example, in the case of physical goods, companies seek to maximize the number of goods sold. Whereas the focus of membership marketing is not on selling the membership, but on taking the opportunity to develop a group of sticky members. Such consumers are more loyal and can bring more benefits to the company in the long run. Traditional influence propagation model such as IC and LT focus only on the stage of merchandising, i.e., the stage of selling membership, and has no analysis on how to increase the number of sticky members, which makes it not well applied to membership related problems.
Here, we give the definition of membership-based influence maximization problem: selecting a certain amount of seed users as the initial sticky members in a social network by some strategy to maximize the total number of sticky members after some kind of influence propagation process. The influence propagation model suitable for membership-based influence maximization problem must solve two problems: 1. How to model the process of transforming ordinary users into members? 2. How to model the process of changing members into sticky members?
One thing we can make clear about the first question is that membership is also a commodity. Membership has its own use value (membership bonus), and most of it can be obtained through payment, which indicates that the membership already has the basic attributes of a commodity. So the traditional influence propagation model can be applied in this process since membership is a commodity.
For the second question, due to the homophily [10] of social network, we believe that if a person has many friends who are sticky members, then he has a high probability of becoming a sticky member. In real life, the economic level and consumption habits of friends are similar. The reason why some sticky members buy membership is to consume on this platform for a long time, so as to maximize the use of membership bonus. Moviegoers, for example, tend to buy memberships in certain theaters. Then from the perspective of similar consumption behavior, the probability of these sticky members' friends becoming sticky members is also high.
In addition, the probability of a person accepting a recommendation is closely related to his activity [11] in social networks and intimacy with the recommender. The former indicates the frequency of online activities, while the latter indicates how close their relationship is. Obviously, active users in social networks is more sensitive to new things and more willing to spread information to others. And when faced with multiple recommendations, people also tend to adopt the opinions of their close friends. In dynamic network, we can effectively analyze the user's activity and intimacy between him and his friends in a certain period of time based on the historical activity information. A static network can be considered as a special case where nodes own the unified activity and node pairs share the same intimacy.
In this paper, we propose a multi-stage influence propagation model MBIC (Membership-Based Influence Cascade) which models the two problems above and introduces the analysis of activity and intimacy. Based on dynamic networks, MBIC model divides the influence propagation process into two stages, the influence stage and the reference stage. And users have different states at different stages, as shown in Fig.1 .
The influence stage simulates the process in which ordinary users are recommended to buy membership by sticky members, which is similar to IC model. The difference is that in IC model, the activation probability between nodes is often set to a fixed value or a finite discrete values, which lacks a good approximation to the real world. In MBIC, activity and intimacy are first introduced in the calculation of the activation probability. At influence stage, the activated ordinary user becomes a member.
The reference stage simulates the process in which a member becomes a sticky member. According to the homophily of social networks, the probability that a member becomes a sticky member is positively related to the proportion of sticky members in his friends. Specifically, at reference stage, the member will become a sticky member if the percentage of sticky members in the neighbors is greater than a certain threshold, and this threshold is related to the activity of the member.
Based on the MBIC model, an algorithm called IRR (Influence-Reference Rank) is proposed which quantifies the ability of nodes at influence and reference stages. Experiments show that the IRR algorithm achieves superior performance in real-world datasets compared to algorithms in this field under acceptable complexity conditions. In summary, our contributions are as follows: 1) We study influence maximization problem under the background of membership marketing. By analyzing the characteristic of membership and dynamic network, we propose MBIC, a multi-stage influence propagation model which is more in line with the expectations of business. 2) We propose the IRR algorithm based on MBIC model.
In IRR, we quantify the ability of nodes at influence and reference stages. By assigning appropriate weights, the two quantized abilities are combined into one indicator as the rank basis of selecting seed node. 3) Experiments based on real-world datasets show that the IRR algorithm achieves better performance compared to other classical algorithms in this field under acceptable complexity conditions on MBIC model.
II. RELATED WORK
Domingos and Richardson [12] are among the first to study influence maximization as an algorithm problem. Kempe et al. [6] firstly formulate the problem as a discrete optimization problem and show that influence maximization problem is NP-hard. They propose a greedy algorithm which guarantees that the influence spread is within (1 − 1/e) of the optimal influence spread. However, a serious drawback of the greedy algorithm is the scalability due to the high time complexity, which makes it not applicable for large networks. Some work has been done to improve efficiency of greedy algorithm. Taking advantage of submodularity property of influence maximization problem, Leskovec et al. [13] develop a ''lazy-forward'' optimization algorithm called CELF which can be up to 700 times faster than the simple greedy algorithm, while keep the same approximation guarantee. Goyal et al. [14] present ''CELF++'' algorithm, an improvement of CELF which further improves computational efficiency. Chen et al. [15] propose two kinds of improved greedy algorithm: NewGreedy and MixedGreedy. The former one removes edges of graph by the propagation probability to obtain a smaller graph as the input of greedy algorithm for the idea that all the nodes can be reached by one node in the small graph can be viewed as the influenced nodes during the influence propagation. And the latter one is the combination of CELF and NewGreedy. Borgs et al. [16] propose a drastically different algorithm for influence maximization under the IC model called RIS based on the concept of ''Reverse Reach Set''. By estimating the number of Reverse Reach Set, Tang et al. [17] , [18] develop TIM and IMM which obtain a (1−1/e−ε) approximate solution with at least (1−n − ) probability. Zhu et al. [19] develop a structurehole-based influence maximization algorithm called SHIM with an emphasis on time efficiency. The SHIM algorithm utilizes structure hole information to significantly decrease the number of candidates of seed nodes.
Improving heuristic algorithm is another branch of the research. Chen et al. [15] propose DegreeDiscount algorithm by improving the MaxDegree algorithm (selecting seed nodes according to the degree). In DegreeDiscount, the influence of active nodes has been taken into consideration when update the degree of nodes. Under the IC and LT model, Chen et al. [20] , [21] design PMIA and LDAG algorithm respectively. The core idea of the two algorithms is to construct local structures and restrict that the influence of a node only propagates within its local structure. The experimental result shows that these solutions achieve similar performance of corresponding greedy algorithm with small computation overheads. Morevoer, both of the algorithms could adjust the tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness by tuning the size of local structure. Jung et al. [22] propose IRIE algorithm which integrates the advantages of influence ranking (IR) and influence estimation (IE) methods. IRIE runs up to two orders of magnitude faster than PMIA for large networks, while using only a fraction of memory. Wu et al. [23] propose LAIM, a linear time iterative approach for efficient influence maximization on large-scale networks. LAIM computes the local influence of a node based on an iterative algorithm. And seed nodes are selected according to the local influence. Experiments show that LAIM has excellent performance in both effectiveness and efficiency.
In addition to the work above, Goyal et al. [24] propose a data-based approach to influence maximization problem, which directly leverages historical data to estimate expected influence spread. Yang and Liu [25] propose a new model, called influence maximization-cost minimization (IM-CM), which considers cost differences for activing each individual. And they develop a multiobjective discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm for IM-CM. Zhou et al. [26] study the problem of location-based influence maximization.
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They divided the propagation of influence into online and offline process. The experiment shows that the influence propagation model they design is more suitable for O2O marketing problems. Some web search algorithms are also used to analyze influence maximization problems such as PageRank [27] and HITS [28] .
The difference between our work and the work above is that we study the influence maximizing problem in the background of membership marketing. According to the particularity of membership marketing, we propose the MBIC model, which divides the influence propagation process into two stages. At the same time, the concepts of activity and intimacy are introduced, which make our model more reflective of real marketing activities. From a business perspective, companies prefer the algorithm with the best influence maximization result, and the time complexity is not necessary required. Greedy-like algorithms meet the former requirement, but their computational overhead is intolerable, even in the case of low requirement of time complexity. Under the premise of acceptable time complexity, a heuristic algorithm called IRR is proposed which quantifies the ability of node at different stages in MBIC. And experiments based on real-world datasets show that the IRR achieves superior performance compared to the classical algorithms in this field.
III. MBIC MODEL A. ACTIVITY AND INTIMACY
In this paper, we consider that when people face recommendations from friends about a product, whether or not to accept the recommendation is related to two factors: how active they are in social networks recently and how close is the relationship between them. We refer to these two concepts as activity and intimacy.
1) ACTIVITY
Interaction between users, such as submitting or answering a question on a Q&A forum, and exchanging mails within a community, is an important feature of social network. The activity indicates how often a user interacts with other users over a period of time. An obvious fact is that different user in a social network has different level of activity at the same time, and the activity level of each user changes with time.
If we abstract each interaction between users as an edge and record the time generated by this edge, we will get a multiple network with a time series, i.e., there may be more than one edge between each pair of nodes in this network. The edge e is expressed as:
( 1) u, v are the nodes in the network, and t is the timestamp representing the generation time of e. The edge e means that node u initiates an activity to node v (e.g., send an email to a colleague or answer a question from someone else on the Q&A forum) at time t. Compared to traditional static network that edges represent interpersonal relationships, one advantage of such dynamic network is that we can sort out the activity trajectories of nodes over different time periods, and then the nodes' activity can be analyzed.
Obviously, the activity cannot be directly obtained by the current topology of network. For example, a node owns high degree in the topology, but in the most recent time, this node does not interact with other nodes, which means that although it shows strong degree centrality, it is not active in the current time period. This situation is very common in real life. For example, a user interacts with other users frequently because of the freshness when joining a social platform. But after a period of time, with interest transferred to other social networks, this user will no longer interacts with others, and the degree of the corresponding node remains unchanged. However, in the activity analysis, such a node belongs to an inactive node in the current time period. By the same token, due to the existence of different edges-growth modes such as stable uniform growth and short-term large-scale growth, long-term stagnation, the activity of nodes might be different even if they own the same degree.
In this paper, we select several snapshots from the dynamic network. Then the activity of each node will be calculated in these snapshots. Based on renren.com, 1 a Chinese campus social platform, He et al. [11] complete a series of user activity analysis and define a method of calculating activity. Here we adopt a similar strategy when define the calculation of activity. B represents the time when the user joins the network. For a given timestamp D, the number of edges owned by the user from B to D is N . Assuming that the number of edges generated by the user during the last 20% of
Then we define the activity L as follows:
L closes 1 means that the node produces about 20% of the edges of the entire life in the last 20% of its life, which indicates that the rate of the node producing edge is relatively steady and the node is in a stable active stage. Similarly, L greater than 1 indicates that the node is highly active in the current time period while L closes to 0 indicates that the node is not active anymore.
2) INTIMACY
In a social network, the degree of closeness between a person and each of his friends is different. People tend to adopt the opinions of close friends. We use intimacy to indicate how close the relationship between two users is. In a dynamic network, a node interacts with multiple nodes, and there may be multiple interactions between each pair of nodes. We use C u,v to represent the intimacy of node u to node v:
Here, m u,v is the number of edges from node u to node v in the dynamic network described in the previous section. For example, in an email network, m u,v can represent the number of emails sent by user u to user v. d in v is the set of in-neighbors of node v. For node v, the closer C u,v gets to 1, the greater the proportion of the incoming edges from u to the total incoming edges, which means that the greater the discourse power of u in the decision of v. Of course, C u,v is not necessarily equal to C v,u , because u may most value v's opinion among all friends, but in v's view, u may be just an ordinary friend. Such situation is very common in real life.
B. ACTIVATION PROBABILITY
Now we discuss an important factor in the influence propagation model, the activation probability. In general, nodes with high activity is more willing to spread information to others. And the more edges between two nodes, the ''closer'' the two nodes are. If u is intimate with v, u tends to have a greater chance of activating v. So p (u, v) , the activation probability that u activates v, is defined as follows:
p α and p β are a set of parameters that can be adjusted. p α guarantees the universality of influence propagation, which is the basic activation probability between any pair of nodes, p β reflects the heterogeneity between different node pairs. It ensures that a more intimate node has a higher probability of activation. rp(u) is the ''recommendation probability'', a variable positively correlated with the activity of node u. Activation probability is a prediction based on historical data, which represents the likelihood that a friend will accept a recommendation. The more active a node is, the more frequently the corresponding user contacts friends in the most recent period of time. In real life, these people tend to be the center of group social activity. They have an interest in sharing topics with friends and better social communication skills compared to the people with low activity and this guarantees that they are more likely to succeed when making recommendations.
In this paper, we establish a mapping relationship from activity L to rp. We divide the value range of L into several intervals, and the nodes within these intervals are given the same rp value, i.e., the rp value is discrete and customized. Meanwhile, in order to ensure that the activation probability between nodes does not exceed 1, the choices of rp are limited to values between 0 and 1. In experiments, we selected several discrete values as rp in the interval (0, 1] according to the experimental situation, and p α and p β are set as fixed values. See Section V for specific assignments.
C. OUR MODEL
According to the particularity of membership marketing problem, we propose a multi-stage influence propagation model MBIC, which is improved on the basis of IC model. A node has three states in MBIC model, inactive state, unstable state, and active state, corresponding to general user, member, and sticky member. The influence propagation process is divided into two stages: the influence stage and the reference stage. Here we give their definition:
• Inactive state: the initial state of a non-seed node in the network.
• Unstable state: an inactive node enters unstable state after being activated at influence stage.
• Active state: the initial state of the seed node. An unstable node becomes an active node after being activated at reference stage. An active node that has not yet attempted to activated its neighbors is called an influential active node; otherwise, it is called a non-influential active node.
• Influence stage: in this stage, the active node attempts to activate its inactive neighbor nodes with a probability defined in previous subsection, and the neighbor nodes enter unstable state if being activated. Regardless of the result, active node can only activate its inactive neighbors once.
• Reference stage: in this stage, the unstable node calculates the ratio of active neighbors to total neighbors. The node enters active state if the ratio is greater than a certain threshold θ, otherwise it changes back to inactive state. We assume that seed nodes are the initial active nodes, and they start the influence propagation process. In the real world, this is done by giving away free merchandise to seed users or other ways to make them become sticky members so they can make recommendations to their friends. Usually people may refer to their friends' choices when making consumption. When a member has a high proportion of sticky members among his friends, he may develop a similar preference for consumption, forming loyalty for a specific business platform, i.e., becoming a sticky member. In this paper, we only divide users into ordinary users, members and sticky members, respectively corresponding to the inactive, unstable and active node states in the MBIC model, without further modeling and quantifying the loyalty of sticky members.
Given a dynamic network G, the influence propagation process in MBIC is shown in Fig.2: Firstly, we take H snapshots of the network, named G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G H , as shown in Fig.2(a) . Specifically, we calculate T i (i = 1, 2, . . . , H ), the quantile of timestamp, as the corresponding snapshot time. For the time T i , there are (100·i)/H % edges in this network whose timestamp is less than T i , and G i is composed of these edges. On each G i , we calculate the activity L of each node and the intimacy C u,v between node pairs, and then determine the activation probability p of each pair of nodes and the reference threshold θ of each node.
For a specific G i , k seed nodes are selected by some algorithm, and these seed nodes are initial active nodes.
At the influence stage, active nodes (node1 and node4 in Fig.2(b) ) will try to activate its inactive neighbor nodes with activation probability p. And inactive node enters unstable state if it is successfully activated (node2 and node7 in Fig.2(c) ).
At the reference stage, unstable node v ''refers'' to how many neighbors have become active and it will enter the 75700 VOLUME 7, 2019 active state when satisfies the following condition:
Nei(v) and r(v) represent the set of neighbors and active neighbors of node v, respectively. θ(v) is a variable negative related to the activity of node v. According to the analysis above, we define that the more active the node, the less dependent it is on the reference to its neighbors. In this paper, we assign discrete thresholds θ to nodes based on their activity L. See Section V for specific assignments.
If an unstable node does not satisfy the activation condition in (5) (as shown in Fig.2(c) , assume that the reference threshold θ(v) of node 2 and node 7 is 0.5, then node 7 does not satisfy the condition), it will become inactive again, waiting for the next activation process. After all the unstable nodes make the reference, the reference stage in this round ends. Active nodes who have completed the activation process become non-influential and next round of influence propagation starts, repeating the process above, as shown in Fig.2(d) . The process above ends when there are no influential active nodes in the network.
IV. OUR ALGORITHM
We propose IRR algorithm to solve the membership-based influence maximization problem. There are two roles for the active nodes to play in the whole influence propagation process. Firstly, they will be the initiator of the influence stage, making more inactive nodes become unstable. Secondly, they can be the reference for unstable nodes helping the latter become active.
It's not a good strategy to select only nodes with strong activation ability as seed nodes. At influence stage, these nodes will spread influence, making many inactive nodes become unstable. However, a large number of unstable nodes cannot become active nodes successfully due to the weakness of reference ability across the entire network. For the same reason, it is also inappropriate to select nodes who play an important role at reference stage as seed nodes. Lacking nodes with strong activation ability will reduce the number of unstable nodes at influence stage. And owning a large number of unstable nodes is the precondition for nodes with strong reference ability to play a role.
Based on the description above, we define two variables I S and R S , which respectively represent the influence ability and reference ability of a node. VOLUME 7, 2019 I S (u) represents the marginal gain [6] that the node u can bring when the seed set is S. It describes the ability of the node u to convert inactive nodes into unstable nodes. The node with high I S value happens to be the node with strong activation ability in the traditional influence propagation model. In this paper, I S is calculated by the idea of DegreeDiscount heuristic algorithm:
d in u and d out u are the sets of in-neighbors and out-neighbors of u. The first half of the I S expression represents an estimate of the probability that u is not activated when the seed set is S. Obviously, the greater the probability that u being activated, the less necessary we choose it. The rest is the expectation of the number of nodes that u can activate after it becomes an active node.
R S (u) represents the ability that how many unstable nodes will reference the state of u at reference stage. Before the expression of R S (u), we first give the definition of S ap :
S ap is the set of inactive out-neighbors of all seed nodes, i.e., the set of nodes that may become unstable nodes at influence stage in MBIC model. A node with a high R s (u) value ought to have the feature that it owns a lot of neighbors in S ap .
However, it is not wise to choose the number of neighbors in S ap as the basis for calculating R S . According to the definition of reference stage in MBIC model, if the number of neighbors of an unstable node is large, the number of active neighbors required is also large. For the active node u and its unstable neighbor v, the smaller the number of v's neighbors is, the greater the reference role u can play for v. So we define R S as follows:
Equation (8) means that R S (u) is proportional to the number of u's neighbors belonging to S ap and inversely proportional to the degree of these neighbors. The last part of R S (u) is the probability of v being transformed into an unstable node when the seed set is S.
Finally, we define M S , the weighted sum of I S and R S , as the basis for selecting seed node:
Both I S and R S are normalized before calculating. α is an adjustable parameter between 0 and 1. When selecting a seed node, the value of α can be adjusted as needed to choose a candidate with strong influence or reference ability.
Due to the submodularity property [6] , [29] of influence maximization problem, the size of S ap is going to be stable FIGURE 3. Growth trend of S ap on different datasets (S is generated based on I S and relevant datasets will be described in Section V).
after rapid growth as the seed set S increases if the seed node is selected only based on I S . It means that when the seed set S reaches a certain size, the gain on the number of S ap brought by the node with strong influence ability has been greatly reduced, as shown in Fig.3 . Moreover, a large number of unstable nodes in S ap have entered reference stage at that time and they need nodes with strong reference ability to help them eventually become active. calculate the value of α j ; 6: calculate M S for each node in V i \ S by (9); 7: select node u in V i \ S with the largest value of M S ; 8:
Algorithm 1 Influence-Reference Rank Algorithm (IRR)
/* update the I S of nodes influenced by u */; 10: for v in u's neighbors do 11: update I S (v) by (6); 12: end for 13: /* update the R S of nodes influenced by u */; 14: for w in u's out-neighbors do 15: for x in w's neighbors do 16: update R S (x) by (8) So it's a reasonable strategy to select the node with strong influence ability as seed node when the size of S is small. As the size of S increases, nodes with strong reference ability ought to be selected, specifically, the weight of R S needed to increase. Assuming that the target size of S is k, in this paper, we choose a simple way to calculate α i when select the i−th seed node:
Finally, we propose the IRR algorithm. We calculate the M S values of each node, select the node with largest M S to join S, then update the I S and R S of nodes affected by the new seed node, and then repeat the process above until the size of S reaches the required amount.
In fact, we can adopt other algorithms when calculating I S , such as HITS and IRIE, which makes IRR a general framework.
V. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENT SETUP 1) DATASETS
Due to the commercial confidentiality mechanisms, we select four public dynamic network datasets [30] - [32] in other areas, assuming that membership-based marketing is conducted on networks defined by these datasets. In fact, the information obtained by MBIC model from the datasets, including the network topology, activity and intimacy, which are all derived from the basic characteristics of dynamic network. The datasets we selected whose number of edges ranges from tens of thousands to millions are all from the real world. This guarantees that the dynamic properties of corresponding network well reflect the interaction between users in real life, making these datasets suitable for the theoretical verification of MBIC model and related algorithms. We uniformly treat the network as directed graph.
The first network, named DNC-emails [30] , is the email interaction network of a group in the United States. The source and destination nodes of each edge represent the sender and receiver of the email, and the timestamp indicates when the email was sent. The second network, named CollegeMsg [31] , consists of private messages sent on the online social network of University of California, Irvine. The edge (u, v, t) means that the user u sent a private message to user v at time t. The third network, named Math [32] . This is a network of interactions on the stack exchange web site Math Overflow. 2 Each directed edge (u, v, t) has one of three meanings:(a) user u answered user v's question at time t; (b) user u commented on user v's question at time t; (c) user u commented on user v's answer at time t. The fourth network, named SuperUser [32] . This is a network of interactions on the stack exchange web site Super User. 3 The information of edge is similar to the third network, except that it has bigger size.
Basic statistics of these datasets are given in Table 2 .
2) PARAMETER SETTINGS
We select H snapshots from G and run IRR and some other algorithms on each of them to observe the performance of 2 https://mathoverflow.net 3 https://superuser.com each algorithm in different time periods of the dynamic network. In this paper, we take 10 snapshots on each dataset, i.e., H = 10. p α and p β are set as 0.06 and 0.03 based on the experimental situation. At reference stage, we determine the recommendation probability rp and the reference threshold θ based on the activity L of the node. The rules are shown in Table 3 .
3) OTHER ALGORITHMS
As far as we know, no one has studied the membership-based influence maximization problem before. So we compare IRR with other classical algorithms in influence maximization problem such as DegreeDiscount and IRIE and two baseline algorithms like PageRank and HITS. Random selection algorithm is also adopted as a reference.
• IRR: The algorithm we proposed in this paper. IRR iteratively selects the node with the largest M S to join the seed set S. M S is the weighted sum of I S and R S which respectively represent the influence ability and reference ability of a node. Details are seen in Section IV.
• DegreeDiscount: A heuristic algorithm based on IC model [15] . Under the premise of selecting node with the largest degree as the seed node, the core idea of DegreeDiscount is that the degree of a node should be discounted when there are active nodes in its neighbors. In Chen's paper, the DegreeDiscount algorithm is designed for undirected graph and the probability of activation between nodes is fixed. In our experiment, we modify it slightly to make it suitable for our experimental environment and still conform to its algorithm idea. For convenience, we use ''DegreeDis'' to represent the DegreeDiscount algorithm in experimental results.
• IRIE: A heuristic algorithm proposed by Chen [22] . IRIE consists of two parts, the Influence Rank (IR) and Influence Estimation (IE). The IR part calculates the influence generated by each node through iteration, and the IE part calculates the probability that each node is activated by MIOA, a local topological structure defined in [20] . DegreeDiscount can be seen as the case where the IRIE iteration process is performed only once.
• PageRank: A popular algorithm used for ranking web [27] . The ''number of votes'' for a page is determined by the importance of all the pages links to it, VOLUME 7, 2019 and a hyperlink to a page is equivalent to voting for it. The PageRank value of a page is obtained by a recursive process. We use 0.15 as the restart probability which is the probability of jumping from the current page to a random page. And we use the power method to compute the PageRank values. The stopping criteria is when two consecutive iterations differ for at most 10 −6 in L 1 norm or the number of iterations reaches 100.
• HITS: Another widely used web page ranking algorithm which was proposed by Kleinberg [28] . HITS evaluates web page quality through two index values, content authority (Authority) and link authority (Hub). The Authority of a node is determined by the Hub of the nodes pointing to it. Conversely, the Hub of a node is determined by the Authority of the nodes it points to. We use the power method to calculate the value of Authority and Hub. The stopping criteria is when two consecutive iterations of Authority and Hub differ for at most 10 −6 in L 1 norm or the number of iterations reaches 100.
• Random: As a baseline comparison, simply select k random nodes in the network.
B. EXPERIMENT RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The experimental results are shown in Fig.4 . In summary, IRR performs excellently on all four datasets. DegreeDis, Hub, PageRank and IRIE have good results on some datasets, but the performance is not stable enough from all experimental results. The experimental results of Authority are inferior to the former and Random algorithm rarely bring new active nodes.
On the first 4 snapshots of DNC-emails dataset, the DegreeDiscount and IRIE behave similarly to the IRR. After the fifth snapshot, the IRR performed significantly more prominently, opening the gap with other algorithms. On average, IRR leads the DegreeDiscount algorithm ranked second by 7.64% and the IRIE algorithm ranked third by 11.32%.
In the CollegeMsg dataset, the results of IRR are superior or equal to the results of other algorithms. The Hub in HITS algorithm is the only one of the remaining algorithms which is comparable to IRR. On average, IRR leads the HITS algorithm ranked second by 3.84% and the DegreeDiscount algorithm ranked third by 9.13%.
In the Math dataset, IRR is the dominant algorithm, ranking first on each snapshot. It leads the DegreeDiscount algorithm ranked second by 14.86% and the HITS algorithm ranked third by 21.24%.
In the SuperUser dataset, DegreeDiscount, IRR and IRIE ranked the first three, and their results were superior to other algorithms. On the last three snapshots, DegreeDiscount, IRIE was as good as the IRR. On average, IRR was better than the second-ranked DegreeDiscount algorithm at 7.77% and the third-ranked IRIE algorithm at 13.48%. The reason for IRR's excellent performance is that it analyzes the ability of nodes at reference stage of MBIC model, unlike other algorithms which only consider the reference stage. In the initial phase of selecting seed set, IRR tends to choose nodes with strong activation ability, ensuring that a large number of inactive nodes can enter an unstable state, which is the same as the strategy of other algorithms. At the later stage of seeds selection, the gain of the number of unstable nodes brought by the addition of seed nodes is greatly reduced due to the submodularity property. And the main task of seed nodes is to convert unstable nodes into active nodes as many as possible. By assigning appropriate weights, IRR prioritizes nodes with strong reference ability in the later stage of algorithm, which responds the demand above.
In some datasets, the result of each algorithm on some snapshots is reduced from the previous snapshot (for example, the fourth snapshot of the CollegeMsg dataset). The reason is that during the time corresponding to these snapshots, the proportion of nodes with high activity in the whole network decreases, resulting in the reduction of activation probability and the increasement of reference threshold. It can be said that changes in the results on different snapshots reflect changes of activity across the entire network, as shown in Fig.5 . In the last two snapshots of the dataset in CollegeMsg, the activation capability of the entire network is greatly reduced, due to the extremely low proportion of nodes with high activity. As a result, the number of nodes that can be activated into the reference stage is small, making each algorithm less differentiated.
We found it interesting that IRIE, whose result is better than DegreeDiscount in [22] , was consistently inferior to the latter in MBIC model. The reason we inferred is that IRIE algorithm calculates the marginal gain of each node through multiple iterations, and the number of iterations represents the number of nodes on the path ''traversing'' by the influence from an initial active node. The default premise of this iteration is that a node can directly activate other neighbor nodes in the next round if it is activated by its active neighbor. However, in MBIC model, due to the existence of reference stage, the above preconditions are not established, resulting in the estimation of marginal gain deviation. Compared with DegreeDiscount, there is an increment to the time complexity of IRR due to the analysis of R S , the reference ability of a node at reference stage in MBIC model. However, in the real world, companies are always seeking the algorithm which maximizes influence spread and have high tolerance for time complexity. Greedy algorithm and its improved version can achieve better results than heuristic algorithms, but its computational overhead still exceeds an acceptable upper bound, even in the case of low requirement of time complexity. Although the IRR algorithm adds some time complexity, the characteristics of its heuristic algorithm ensure that its running time is still within the acceptable range. Therefore, from the view of profit maximization, IRR algorithm still has the best performance.
In addition, we also processed the datasets into static networks for experiment. As mentioned in Section I, the static network can be regarded as a special case of dynamic network in which both the activity and intimacy are fixed values. Under this condition, all the node pairs have the same activation probability, and each node also has the same reference threshold. Since there is no calculation for the activity and intimacy, we do not calculate the snapshots of the dataset, but directly used all the data of the dataset to conduct experiment. VOLUME 7, 2019 Two sets of parameters (including activation probability p and reference threshold θ) are given, as shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7 . The experiment results show that the IRR still achieves excellent performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce membership marketing into the study of influence maximization problem for the first time. We propose MBIC, a multi-stage influence propagation model which is designed by the characteristic of membership marketing. MBIC model divides the influence propagation process into influence stage and reference stage, and analyzes the activity and intimacy of nodes in different time periods. Based on MBIC model, we proposed the IRR algorithm which quantifies the ability of each node at influence and reference stage. IRR ranks the node according to the weighted sum of the two stages' abilities, and iteratively selects the node with largest weighted sum as seed node. In this paper, we use DegreeDiscount algorithm to quantify the influence ability. In fact, HITS, IRIE and other algorithms can also be used to do this job, which makes IRR a general framework. Finally, the experiments based on the real-world network datasets show that IRR is obviously superior to the classical and basic algorithms in this field. 
